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Item no.
CT‐001

Description
LED torch with 9 LED

Qty
pcs.

Qty per master box

CT‐002

LED torch, 3 Watt

pcs.

48

CT‐003

LED Accu‐type torch, 10 Watt in aluminum case

pcs.

5

144

Inclusief BTW / TVA

Bruto pricelist
Slogan
Catalogue text
€ 6,00 Improve your light, improve your work! Light to go for Mini LED torch with 9 bright LED
everyone!
‐ Small, handy and sturdy
‐ Size: 90mm x Ø 26mm
‐ Aluminum body in 4 assorted colours (black, silver, red, blue)
‐ Large on / off rubber tail switch
‐ Fits every gigbag
‐ Long‐lasting and bright light by energy saving LED technology
‐ Operated by 3x 1.5V AAA batteries (not included)
‐ With 80 mm wrist band
12 torches in Chess‐Tools counter‐display
€ 38,95 Improve your light, improve your work! "Light up your 3 Watt LED torch with sturdy aluminum body
performance..."
‐ Light‐weight and handy, 138mm x Ø 38mm
‐ High‐class CREE® LED
‐ 2.5 hours of continuous light
‐ 150 Lumen
‐ Visibility range at 30m
‐ 3 function tail switch: 100% Power, 75 % Power, Flash function
‐ Operated by 3x 1.5V AAA batteries (not included)
Packing: Blister card
€ 175,00 Improve your light, improve your work! "Light up your 10 Watt LED torch set in aluminum case incl. 2x 3.7V Lithium‐Ionen Accu batteries,
performance..."
2400 mAh and charging station with additional 12V car adaptor
‐ Torch with sturdy aluminum body , 220mm x Ø 55mm
‐ High‐class CREE® LED
‐ 2 hours of continuous light
‐ 400 Lumen
‐ Visibility range at 50m
‐ 3 function tail switch: 100% Power, 75 % Power, Flash function
‐ Operated by 2x 3.7V Lithium‐Ionen Accu (included)

CT‐004

3pcs. universal stage LED lights

pcs.

24

CT‐005

Hybrid solar torch

pcs.

48

Packing: Chess‐Tools Aluminum case
€ 14,00 Improve your light, improve your work! "Light up your 3pcs. universal stage LED lights, self‐adhesive
performance..."
‐ Brings light into cases, boxes, backstage areas, stairs, wardrobes and any dark
places
‐ Fast and easy installation by self‐adhesive fixing plate
‐ Stage lights can be easily removed from fixing plate
‐ Simply press the light to toggle on / off
‐ Long‐lasting and bright light by energy saving LED technology
‐ Operated by each 3x 1.5V AAA batteries (not included)
‐ Plastic body, size 65x65x30mm

€ 35,75 Hybrid torch…The future is now!

Packing: 3pcs. on Blister card
1 Watt Hybrid Solartorch with battery back‐up
‐ Lightweight and super tough
‐ Splash protected
‐ 10 hours of continuous light
‐ Always floats in water
‐ Holds a single charge for three years
‐ 30m max. visible distance, 40 Lumen
‐ Battery back‐up system, 2x 3V Accu included
‐ Switchable from solar to battery power
Packing: 12 torches in Chess‐Tools counter‐display
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CT‐006

Music stand light, 2 arms

pcs.

72

€ 13,50 Light up your performance!

Inclusief BTW / TVA

2 armed music stand light, made from sturdy plastic with each one LED
‐ Easy and fast assembly with spring clamp
‐ Flexible arms can easily be bended and adjusted
‐ Lights can be switched separately
‐ Operated by 3x 1.5V AAA batteries (not included)
‐ Best value for money

CT‐007

Mini clip light

pcs.

144

€ 8,65 Light up your performance!

Packing: Chess‐Tools blister card with euroslot
Mini quad LED light, made from sturdy plastic
for easy attaching with spring clamp
‐ Long run‐time due to LED technique
‐ Light toggling switch (2 or 4 lights)
‐ Horizontally 360° rotating,
‐ Vertically 90° rotating
‐ Operated by 2x CR2032 batteries (included)
‐ Colour: Black
‐ Perfectly suitable for use on stage

CT‐011

LED cap

pcs.

96

12 lights in Chess‐Tools counter‐display
Multifunction LED working cap with 5 bright LED

€ 9,75 Handsfree torch

CT‐100

Unversal Microphone Case
"Chess‐Gold"

pcs.

24

€ 34,90 Quickly and easily fitting your equipment!

CT‐101

Standard Universal Case
"Chess‐Gold"

pcs.

24

€ 44,75 Quickly and easily fitting your equipment!

CT‐102

Universal Equipment Case
"Chess‐Gold"

pcs.

24

€ 70,00 Quickly and easily fitting your equipment!

‐ High‐grade design
‐ 100 % Cotton
‐ Black with Chess‐Tools Logo
‐ Adjustable headband
‐ 5 bright, white LED with additional flash function
‐ Incl. 1 battery CR2032
‐ Perfectly suitable as a headlight on stage or in the workshop. Keeps your hands
free for working
Universal microphone aluminum case in shiny gold look with EVA foam
Measurements: 430x230x75mm (outer size)
‐ Two‐layered pick and pluck foam for individual design
‐ No cutting or glueing necessary
‐ 2‐colour contrastsystem: If user takes out both layers of pick and pluck foam the
golden coloured ground of case becomes visible. User immediately notices if
equipment is missing
‐ Case matches perfectly microphones and wireless transmitters
Packing: Shrink wrapped with insert label
Standard universal aluminum case in shiny gold look with EVA foam
Measurements: 430x310x95mm (outer size)
‐ Two‐layered pick and pluck foam for individual design
‐ No cutting or glueing necessary
‐ 2‐colour contrastsystem: If user takes out both layers of pick and pluck foam the
golden coloured ground of case becomes visible. User immediately notices if
equipment is missing
‐ Case matches perfectly small equipment and bulk accessories
Packing: Shrink wrapped with insert label
Unversal equipment aluminum case in shiny gold look with EVA foam
Measurements: 480x380x140mm (outer size)
‐ Three‐layered pick and pluck foam for individual design
‐ No cutting or glueing necessary
‐ 2‐colour contrastsystem: If user takes out all layers of pick and pluck foam the
golden coloured ground of case becomes visible. User immediately notices if
equipment is missing
‐ Case matches perfectly larger equipment and bulk accessories
Packing: Shrink wrapped with insert label
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CT‐200

Cloth duct tape on roll, 50m, black

pcs.

360

€ 6,75 Universal tape: "Always on tour!"

Cloth duct tape on roll, black
‐ 50m x 50mm
‐ Strong model
‐ High tensile strength
‐ Easy processing on most materials i.e. wood, metal, textiles, glass, plastics, stone
‐ Easy removal

CT‐201

Cloth duct tape on roll, 50m, silver

pcs.

360

€ 6,75 Universal tape: "Always on tour!"

Cloth duct tape on roll, silver
‐ 50m x 50mm
‐ Especially for on stage use
‐ Strong model
‐ High tensile strength
‐ Easy processing on most materials i.e. wood, metal, textiles, glass, plastics, stone
‐ Easy removal

CT‐202

Cloth duct tape on roll, 50m, white

pcs.

360

€ 6,75 Universal tape: "Always ***chic*** on tour!"

Cloth duct tape on roll, silver
‐ 50m x 50mm
‐ Especially for light backgrounds
‐ Strong model
‐ High tensile strength
‐ Easy processing on most materials i.e. wood, metal, textiles, glass, plastics, stone
‐ Easy removal

CT‐203

Cloth duct tape, 10m, black

pcs.

80

€ 4,60 Universal tape: "short and flat"

Cloth duct tape, black
‐ 10m x 50mm
‐ Extra small and flat version for users with small demand
‐ Space‐saving version (extremely flat) for tight spaces ‐ Fits EVERY case
‐ Strong model
‐ High tensile strength
‐ Easy processing on most materials i.e. wood, metal, textiles, glass, plastics, stone
‐ Easy removal

CT‐204

Cloth duct tape, 10m, silver

pcs.

80

€ 6,90 Universal tape: "short and flat"

Cloth duct tape, silver
‐ 10m x 50mm
‐ Extra small and flat version for users with small demand
‐ Space‐saving version (extremely flat) for tight spaces ‐ Fits EVERY case
‐ Strong model
‐ High tensile strength
‐ Easy processing on most materials i.e. wood, metal, textiles, glass, plastics, stone
‐ Easy removal

Packing: Blister card

Packing: Blister card
CT‐205

Cloth duct tape, 10m, white

pcs.

80

€ 4,65 Universal tape: "short and flat"

Cloth duct tape, white
‐ 10m x 50mm
‐ Extra small and flat version for users with small demand
‐ Space‐saving version (extremely flat) for tight spaces ‐ Fits EVERY case
‐ Strong model
‐ High tensile strength
‐ Easy processing on most materials i.e. wood, metal, textiles, glass, plastics, stone
‐ Easy removal
Packing: Blister card

CT‐206

Non slip glow in the dark tape, 5m

pcs.

60

€ 15,00 Visible security at every gig
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Non slip glow in the dark tape, 5m x 25mm
‐ Non slip tape is a slipping protection for all smooth and slippy surfaces
‐ Glow in the dark capacity: Tape glows most powerful in the first 30 minutes. It is
still visible in the dark after that for several hours
Packing: Each roll shrink wrapped with label with integrated euroslot
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CT‐211

Glow in the dark tape, 10m

pcs.

tba

CT‐212

Premium cloth duct tape, 50m, black

pcs.

288

CT‐215

Hand truck with 2 luggage straps

pcs.

48

For striking marks

Glow in the dark tape, 10m x 50mm
‐ Excellent quality photoluminescent tape with strong adhesive and cover sheet
‐ The photoluminscent tape glows in the dark after being exposed to light. Tape
glows most powerful in the first 30 minutes. It is still visible in the dark after that for
several hours
‐ Can be used for: Safety marks off stage, striking decorations on stage, Safety
marks
Packing: Each roll shrink wrapped with label

€ 12,45 Premium tape …for a better performance!

Black, dim premium cloth duct tape on roll
‐ 50m x 50mm
‐ High adhesive power on various surfaces
‐ Soft roll off and easy tearing by hand
‐ Can be easily removed even after longer usage time
‐ Usage from ‐ 10° up to 55°C, at peaks up to 80°C
‐ Perfectly suitable for professional on and backstage usage

€ 59,00 "Take it easy" Hand truck

Perfect transport aid for small and medium sized cases

im rechten Bild: "+ 1 Poster"

CT‐216

CT‐217

CT‐218

Cloth duct tape "ALL BLACK", 50m

Cloth duct tape "Tesatape", 50m

Tunnel tape, 25m, black

pcs.

pcs.

pcs.

18

18

8

Inclusief BTW / TVA

‐ Aluminum hand truck with large base plate, 280 x 420 mm
‐ TÜV / GS approved
‐ Transports up to 70 KG
‐ Easy and fast set up
‐ Space‐saving folded down size at 50 mm height only
‐ Perfectly suitable for your boot
‐ Soft grip cushion handle for easy carriage and a tight grip
‐ Comes along with 2 luggage straps at Ø 10mm x 900mm and a coolish Chess‐Tools
poster

€ 31,15 Premium gaffer tape … seemlessly black!

Packing: Colour box
Black, ultra‐matt gaffer‐tape on roll with black adhesive, 50m x 50mm

€ 31,15 Premium gaffer tape … black matt!

‐ Nearly invisible adhesions in stage area
‐ Perfectly suitable for use at TV recordings and on stages under black light (no
visible rims)
‐ Original TESA quality
‐ Easy roll off and tear by hand
‐ Quick removal without leaving marks
Black, ultra‐matt gaffer‐tape on roll, 50m x 50mm

€ 90,00 Safe and clean without sticky cables!

‐ Original TESA quality for highest performance
‐ Perfectly suitable for stage and backstage usage
‐ Outstanding adhesive power on various surface
‐ Easy roll off and tear by hand
‐ Quick removal without leaving marks
Black tunnel tape with deactivated glue in center line, 25m x 150mm
‐ Cables can simply be pull through and re‐positioned
‐ Prevents risks of stumbling on and off stages
‐ Cost‐saving alternative to hard‐plastic cable bridges
‐ Original TESA quality for highest performance
‐ Quick removal without leaving marks
‐ Does not stick to your cables
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CT‐219

Cable fixing set for racks, 50pcs.

pcs.

48

€ 30,00 There must be order!

Inclusief BTW / TVA

50pcs. set avoids cable tangling by tidy cable guidance with strain relief and colour
guide system
Contents:
‐ 2 cable fixing plates matching most used cable diameters
‐ 24 cable ties with colour guide
‐ 6 flexible cable clamps
‐ 6 press on tapes
‐ 12 cable clips with colour guide

CT‐220

Hook and loop fasteners, 6pcs, 200mm

CT‐222, 223, Highlight tape 25m x 19mm
224, 225

pcs.

400

pcs.

48

€ 4,80 Fixings in no time with Chess‐Tools fasteners

€ 15,75 Neonorange, Neonyellow, Neonpink, Neongreen
"Colour your stage…"

Packing: Chess‐Tools colour box 215x70x55mm
Hook and loop fasteners, 6pcs, 200mm
‐ Perfectly for cable bundeling
‐ Re‐usable
‐ Quick and simple use
‐ Does not damage cables
‐ With additional loop for fixing on hooks or nails
‐ Colour: black
‐ Measurements: 200 x 12mm
Packing: Polybag with header card
Fluorescent 120 mesh gaffertape in different colours, 25m x 19mm on roll
‐ High adhesive power and abrasion‐resistance
‐ Perfectly suitabe for all marks on stage
‐ Highly visible under black light
‐ Usable for coloured cable marks and cable harnesses
‐ Original TESA quality for highest performance
‐ Quick removal without leaving marks
‐ Non reflecting and easy to mark
Packing: Each roll shrink wrapped with Chess‐Tools label and Euroslot hanger

CT‐226

Marking tape, 30m, white

pcs.

60

€ 6,00 Stick and write!

Premium PVC marking tape with embossed surface, 30m x 30mm, white
‐ Embossed surface allows easy and straight tearing by hand
‐ Writable surface
‐ No glue residues
‐ Perfectly suitable for temporary marks on mixing desks on stage and in studios

CT‐227

CT‐228

CT‐231

Warning tape, 30m, red/white

Warning tape, 30m, yellow/black

Quick action bar clamp 150mm

pcs.

pcs.

pcs.

60

60

24

€ 6,85 Sticking safety!

PVC Warning tape, red / white, 30m x 50mm

€ 6,85 Sticking safety!

‐ Instantly accessible
‐ Strong adhesion, even on rough surfaces
‐ Little elongation, does not curl once applied
‐ Strongly resistant to abrasion ‐ resists walking and traffic
‐ Easy tearing by hand
PVC Warning tape, yellow / black, 30m x 50mm

€ 7,45 Fixings in no time quick action bar clamps
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‐ Instantly accessible
‐ Strong adhesion, even on rough surfaces
‐ Little elongation, does not curl once applied
‐ Strongly resistant to abrasion ‐ resists walking and traffic
‐ Easy tearing by hand
Quick action bar clamp, 0 ‐ 150mm
‐ Clamp for quick fixings on and off stage
‐ Sturdy plastic housing with soft grip for comfortable work
‐ Protectve jaw shields prevent damage on fixed materials and components
‐ Quick release lever for easy removal
‐ Heavy duty metal bar 6 x 19mm for rigid grip
‐ Can be used as a spreader clamp, 140 ‐ 310mm
Packing: bulk with barcode label
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CT‐241

Spring clamp 4"

pcs.

200

€ 1,35 Fixings in no time with Chess‐Tools spring clamps

Sturdy spring clamp 4", 115mm with clamping jaws
‐ Perfectly for fixing of decoration material on and off stage
‐ Small and handy size
‐ Colour: matt black, jaws grey
‐ Clamping width: 45mm
‐ High clamping force
‐ Jaws with V‐shaped profile for clamping of round surfaces
‐ More sizes available

CT‐242

Spring clamp 6"

pcs.

100

€ 2,55 Fixings in no time with Chess‐Tools spring clamps

Sturdy spring clamp 6", 160mm with clamping jaws
‐ Perfectly for fixing of heavier decoration material on and off stage
‐ Small and handy size
‐ Colour: matt black, jaws grey
‐ Clamping width: 65mm
‐ High clamping force
‐ Jaws with V‐shaped profile for clamping of round surfaces
‐ More sizes available

CT‐251

Blues sunglasses, UV 400

pcs.

300

€ 6,15 Everybody needs sunglasses…to love!

Party, show and sunglasses with UV 400 protection
‐ Sunglasses in Blues Brothers style
‐ Can be used as sunglasses with UV 400 protection
‐ Glasses comply with safety guidelines:
EN 166:2002, EN 167:2002,
EN 168:2002, EN 1836:2005
Counter‐display available upon request

CT‐252

Glow in the dark glasses

pcs.

400

€ 2,00 Party item: "Smarty"

Glow in the dark glasses in 70ths glam style
‐ Available in 10pcs. pack, colours assorted
‐ It's a hit for every party
‐ Ideal accessory for stage performances at all festivities
‐ Once assembled glasses glow for 6 ‐ 8 hours
‐ Sales directly off stages or in music shops allow extra turnover

CT‐254

CT‐255

Contrast enhancing glasses
"Arty 250", yellow

Black bar glasses

pcs.

pcs.

102

300

€ 10,80 Better vision, better work!

€ 6,85 Party item: "Be unseen"
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Packing: Chess‐Tools foil bag with user manual
Protective contrast enhancing glasses
‐ CE, EN 166, optical class 1
‐ Perfectly suitable for use in workshops, while programming light shows on stage
or while show performances on stage
‐ This spectacle is designed to provide a universal fit
‐ Protects against mechanical strengths (F, low energy impact)
‐ Lens made from Polycarbonate
‐ Earpiece black, lens yellow
‐ Anti‐mist lens
‐ Lightweight, frameless model
Black bar glasses, 180 x 50mm
This party goggles may not be used as sunglasses, but they are a fun item that
should not be missing on your next party
‐ Can be worn over spectacles
‐ Sales directly off the stage or in your music shop can increase side sales helping
generate extra turnover
Packing: Polybag with label and including manual
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CT‐256

Freelife sunglasses
"Arty 270", smoke

pcs.

102

€ 15,45 Sunglasses for champs!

Inclusief BTW / TVA

Freelife sunglasses with UV 400 protection
‐ CE, EN 166, optical class 1
‐ Perfectly suitable while show performances on stage and as regular sunglasses
‐ Can be worn as safety spectacles as well.
‐ This spectacle is designed to provide a universal fit
‐ Protects against mechanical strengths (F, low energy impact)
‐ Lens made from Polycarbonate
‐ Anti‐mist lens
‐ Lightweight, frameless model
Counter‐display available upon request

CT‐257

Freelife spectacles
"Arty 270", light gold

pcs.

102

€ 15,45 Sunglasses mirror!

Slightly tanned freelife spectacles in fashionable design
‐ CE, EN 166, optical class 1
‐ Perfectly suitable while show performances on stage and as spectacles for
transitional season
‐ Can be worn as safety spectacles as well.
‐ This spectacle is designed to provide a universal fit
‐ Protects against mechanical strengths (F, low energy impact)
‐ Lens made from Polycarbonate
‐ Anti‐mist lens
‐ Lightweight, frameless model

CT‐265

Bump cap

pcs.

48

Counter‐display available upon request
Industry bump cap made from cotton with inside ABS shell. Protects your head
while setting up stages

€ 27,00 Chic helmet!

‐ EN 812
‐ Good wearing comfort
‐ Size adjustment by velcro
‐ Good aeration by holes on the side
‐ Dark colours

CT‐270

Ear plug box, 50 pairs

pcs.

40

Each cap with safety instructions
50 pairs ear plugs made of PU foam

€ 37,55 …for more safety!

‐ For one‐time use
‐ Easy and quick use
‐ Medium sound absorbing (SNR) 33 db
‐ Comes in stylish Chess‐Tools amplifier counter‐display. Equipped with 50 pairs of
ear plugs in polybag
‐ Simply rip open the display box and gain more turnover
CT‐271

Ear plugs "Comfortplug", 4pcs.

pcs.

108

€ 8,85 Ear plugs for professionals!

Reusable ear plugs "Comfortplug" in handy plastic carry case
‐ CE, EN 352‐2
‐ Perfectly suitable while working in loud areas on stage
‐ SNR 37dB, (H=36, M=34, L=33)
Packing: Chess‐Tools blistercard with euroslot

CT‐272

Ear plugs "Superfit" with cord

pcs.

108

€ 10,75 Hearing protection to go!

Reusable ear plugs "Superfit" with cord in handy plastic carry case
‐ CE, EN 352‐2
‐ Perfectly suitable while working in loud areas on stage
‐ Easy carry plastic case with belt clip
‐ SNR 30dB, (H=32, M=27, L=24)
Packing: Chess‐Tools blistercard with euroslot
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CT‐274

Professional ear muffs

pcs.

50

€ 46,25 For the best sound of silence!

Inclusief BTW / TVA

Professional ear muffs with adjustable headband made from cushioned steel wire
‐ CE, EN 352‐1, 2002
‐ Perfectly suitable while working in extremely loud areas
‐ SNR 28dB, (H=31, M=26, L=19)
‐ Replaceable earpads
Packing: Chess‐Tools blistercard with euroslot

CT‐278

Technician's gloves, with 3 open fingers, size XL 10

pcs.

48

€ 19,75 Maximum grip

CT‐281

Technician's gloves, size XL 10

pcs.

48

€ 19,75 Maximum grip

CT‐283

Fine knitting gloves, lint‐free, size L9

pcs.

96

€ 2,70 …for a shiny performance!

Tough gloves for technicians with 3 open fingers, size XL 10
for highest performance
‐ CE, EN 388, CAT II
‐ High wearing comfort due to HighTech synthetic leather, with spandex back of the
hand
‐ Knuckle protection from a flexible neoprene
‐ Safe fit by hook and loop fasteners at the wrist
‐ Padded reinforcement palm
‐ Breathable
‐ Skid‐proof
‐ Low‐vibration
Packing: Each pair of gloves with header card
Tough gloves for technicians, size XL 10
for highest performance
‐ CE, EN 420, CAT 1
‐ High wearing comfort due to HighTech synthetic leather, with spandex back of the
hand
‐ Safe fit by hook and loop fasteners at the wrist
‐ Breathable
‐ Skid‐proof
‐ Low‐vibration
Packing: Each pair of gloves with header card
Fine knitting gloves for fingerprint free handling of sensible instruments
‐ Complies with EN 420
‐ Lint‐free, without coating
‐ Colour: white
‐ Fits as a second skin, secure grip
‐ Good sense of touch
‐ Material: 100 % Polyamide
Packing: Header card with manual

CT‐288

Technician's fine knitting gloves, size XL 10

pcs.

96

€ 3,85 …for sensitive work!

Seemless fine knitting gloves for technical works
‐ Complies with EN 388, CAT II
‐ Insensitive to dirt
‐ Lint‐free
‐ Grey polyurethan coating
‐ Fits as a second skin, secure grip
‐ Good sense of touch
‐ Material: 100 % Polyamide
Packing: Header card with manual
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CT‐370

Multifixer ringhook 2pcs.

pcs.

120

€ 6,00

CT‐373

Multifixer lockhook 2pcs.

pcs.

120

€ 7,65

CT‐374

Multifixer large hook

pcs.

120

€ 4,35

CT‐375

Multifixer handle

pcs.

120

€ 6,00
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CT‐380

Multifixer 400mm

pcs.

120

€ 4,35

CT‐383

Multifixer 500 mm

pcs.

120

€ 7,65

CT‐384

Multifixer large hook

pcs.

120

€ 5,00

CT‐390

Multifixer 250 mm + small hook

pcs.

120

€ 5,00
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CT‐392

Multifixer 400 mm _ medium hook

pcs.

120

€ 6,55

CT‐393

Multifixer 500 mm + large hook

pcs.

120

€ 7,95

CT‐396

Multifixer Starterset 1

pcs.

120

€ 15,75

CT‐397

Multifixer Starterset 2

pcs.

120

€ 12,90
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CT‐400

Ratchet screwdriver and bit set 92pcs.

pcs.

24

€ 28,80 Everywhere all screwdriver bits at hand ‐
on and off stage

92pcs. Ratchet screwdriver and bits set in sturdy aluminum case
‐ Including security bits
‐ Material: Chrome vanadium
‐ Ratchet handle and aluminum box in original Chess‐Tools design
Contents:

CT‐401

Mini screwdriver and bit set 11pcs.

pcs.

48

€ 13,75 Compact case for most important screws

11pcs. Mini screwdriver and bit set in top quality. Specially selected for most
important screw types
‐ Modern and handy plastic case with flip‐top lid and revolving screwdriver bit
storage
‐ Magnetic bit holder 60mm
‐ Screwdriver handle with quick release function in original Chess‐Tools design
‐ 9 high grade screwdriver bits made from S2 Steel
Packing: 12 Sets on blister cards in Chess‐Tools display box

CT‐402

Universal bass and guitar key

pcs.

96

€ 18,55 One for all!!!

17pcs. universal bass and guitar key incl. The most important hexkeys in mm and
inch
Set contains:
‐ 6x Ball point hex key: 5mm, 4mm, 3mm, 2.5mm, 2mm, 1.5mm
‐ 7x Ball point hex key: 1/20", 1/16", 5/64", 3/32", 7/64", 1/8", 3/16"
‐ 1x Flat 2.5mm, 1x PH no. 1 (cross)
‐ Each one socket 5/16" and 1/4" for the rod
‐ All keys made from high‐grade chrome‐vanadium steel
‐ Sockets exchangeable
‐ Sizes suitable for nearly all guitars and bass

CT‐420

Multifunction oil pen

pcs.

200

€ 8,65 Clean and precise

CT‐421

Smooth running oil pen

pcs.

200

€ 8,65 Clean and precise

Each set on Chess‐Tools blistercard with euroslot
Leak‐proof oil pen with high tech multifunction oil
Contains: 12ml / 0.41 oz.fl.
‐ High tech oil perfectly suitable for all mechanical parts that require precise and
non‐drip oiling
‐ No resinification
‐ Acid free
‐ Safe and secure oil application by patented non‐drip valve
Packing: Blister card
More Oil Pens available: CT‐421 smooth‐running oil with PTFE particles
CT‐422 electric contact oil
Leak‐proof oil pen with smooth running oil with PTFE particles
Contains: 12ml / 0.41 oz.fl.
‐ Minimizes switching noises and roll resistance
‐ Superfine PTFE particles guarantee an extremely smooth running of all precision
mechanics systems e.g. tripod crank mechanisms or case roller‐bearings
‐ No resinification
‐ Acid free
‐ Safe and secure oil application by patented non‐drip valve
Packing: Blister card
More Oil Pens available: CT‐420 multifunction oil
CT‐422 electric contact oil
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CT‐422

Electric contact oil pen

pcs.

200

CT‐430

Multitool with pouch

pcs.

48

€ 12,00 Clean and precise

€ 24,75 Universal tool on stage!

Inclusief BTW / TVA

Leak‐proof oil pen with electric contact oil
Contains: 12ml / 0.41 oz.fl.
‐ For cleaning and corrosion protection of electric contacts
‐ With ADDINOL for temporary cleaning and manintenance
‐ Safe and secure oil application by patented non‐drip valve
Packing: Blister card
More Oil Pens available: CT‐420 multifunction oil
CT‐421 smooth‐running oil with PTFE particles
Universal multifunction stage pliers with handy nylon pouch
‐ 10pcs. Professional tool set made from 2CR stainless steel
‐ Open size 167x70mm
‐ Folded size 105x45mm
‐ 2 coloured anodized aluminum handle
‐ Self‐opening combination pliers head with spring
‐ Nylon pouch with belt loop

CT‐431

Multitool "Mini" with pouch

pcs.

48

€ 14,00 Universal tool on stage!

6 Multitools, blister packed in Chess‐Tools counter‐display
(325x140x425mm)
Small universal multifunction stage pliers with handy nylon pouch
‐ 10pcs. Professional tool set made from 2CR stainless steel
‐ Open size 111x70mm
‐ Folded size 72x45mm
‐ 2 coloured anodized aluminum handle
‐ Self‐opening combination pliers head with spring
‐ Nylon pouch with belt loop

CT‐432

Multitool and knife with pouch

pcs.

48

€ 30,00 Universal tool on stage!

6 Multitools, blister packed in Chess‐Tools counter‐display
(325x140x425mm)
Universal multifunction stage pliers and folding knife with handy nylon pouch
‐ 11pcs. Professional tool set made from 2CR stainless steel
‐ Multitool open size 167x70mm
‐ Multiool folded size 105x45mm
‐ 2 coloured anodized aluminum handle
‐ Self‐opening combination pliers head with spring
‐ Knife with blade locking mechanism
‐ Nylon pouch with belt loop
6 Multitools with knife, blister packed in Chess‐Tools counter‐display
(325x140x425mm)
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CT‐600

Optogate PB‐05
Automatic microphone gate with infrared sensor

pcs.

5

€ 260,00 Reducing the possibility of feedback from unused
mics! Just plug and play…

Inclusief BTW / TVA

The PB‐05 is an automatic microphone gate with an infrared sensor. It is the best
and easiest solution for most common problems in live applications. Unwanted
background noise of other instruments into unused microphones on stage are
eliminated. Clarity of the mix and the dynamics will be increased due to less phase
cancellation and background noise. It is plugged between microphone and cable.
The infrared sensor senses if someone is in front of the microphone and switches
on the microphone without any noise. Microphone will be switched off if nobody is
in front of it. A red status LED indicates if the microphone is switched on. PB‐05
works with 48V phantom power which passes by to microphone. Condenser
microphones can be used with PB‐05 without problems. It is ideal for lead and
backing vocal microphones, acoustical instruments and talk back microphones.
Specifications:
Power: 24 ‐ 48V phantom power, Current consumption: ca. 3.7 mA, Maximum input
level: 3 dB (1.1V), Connectors: XLR 3‐pin (1=gnd, 2=plus, 3=minus), Distance:
adjustable between 15 ‐ 120 cm, Angle: +/‐ 10°, Frequency response: 0 Hz ‐ 30 kHz, ‐

CT‐602

Optogate PB‐07
Automatic microphone gate with infrared sensor

pcs.

5

€ 280,00 Reducing the possibility of feedback from unused
mics! Just plug and play…

The PB‐07 is an advancement of the automatic microphone gate PB‐05 (CT‐600).
This model features the infrared sensor on flat side enabling a lower position on the
microphone stand. It is not necessary anymore with the PB‐07 that the artist is
exactly in front of the microphone. The artist gains more freedom of movement in
front of the microphone and microphone channel is
stiil switched on. Microphone will be switched off if nobody is in front of it. A red
status LED indicates if the microphone is switched on.
PB‐07 is doing a great job on speakers' desks with gooseneck microphones either.
Specifications:
Power: 24 ‐ 48V phantom power, Current consumption: ca. 3.7 mA, Maximum input
level: 3 dB (1.1V), Connectors: XLR 3‐pin (1=gnd, 2=plus, 3=minus), Distance:
adjustable between 15 ‐ 120 cm, Angle: +/‐ 10°, Frequency response: 0 Hz ‐ 30 kHz, ‐
3 dB in connection with 150 Ohm microphone impedance, Delaytime mic on: < 0.2
seconds, Delaytime mic off: about 1 second, Distance measurement: Active infrared
reflection principle with 3 bit code

CT‐610

The smart DI
Preamp with built‐in microcontroller and LCD display

pcs.

4

€ 450,00 ‐ Fully adjustable signal level
‐ No more clicking noises when switching jack plugs

The new smart DI comes with a microcontroller with integrated LCD display.
Compared to other DI boxes the transformerless smart DI reduces pulse responses
and distortion factors.
‐ No more clicking noises while cabling and usage. Unused XLR out is switched off as
long as no cable is plugged in. XLR out will be switched on after 0.8 seconds after
cable is plugged in.
‐ Additional footswitch allows to mute the XLR out any time
‐ Bargraph display of in and out signals helps to set an exact output signal level
‐ Input impedance is switcheable between 500 k‐Ohm and 2 M‐Ohm in order to pick
up signals from high impedance sources without colouration
‐ Smart DI works with 48V phantom power or an external 12V power supply
‐ 5 dip switches allow toggling of switch mode, display and input

Specifications:
Power supply: 48V phantom power or 12V DC
Frequency response: 19Hz ‐ 21 kHz (0 dB / ‐ 3 dB)
Max. input level: + 8 dBu
Max. output level: + 8 dBu
S/N ratio, input connected: ‐ 65 dBu
Max. signal amplification: + 7 dB
Attenuation when "Mute" active: ‐ 42 dBu
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CT‐615

XLR Generator 48 V
"Sinewave"

pcs.

10

€ 65,00 Finding faulty cables made easy

Inclusief BTW / TVA

The XLR generator 48 V is a top of the line solution for easy spotting of defective
cables on stage. Simply plug the tester into a cable, switch on phantom power and
test result is easily visible:
‐ LED flashes 2x: XLR Pin 2 is defective
‐ LED flashes 3x: XLR Pin 3 is defective
‐ No LED light: XLR Pin 1 or phantom power is defective
‐ LED is turned on and 100 Hz sinewave noise is produced: Everything okay
Prior to use phantom power needs to be switched on at mixing desk. Tester checks
phantom power at pins 2 and 3 before turning on the noise generator. You will not
spot all problems on stage with this tool, but more than 90% of errors can be found
easily.
Output of generator is balanced. It does not need any batteries and fits into any
pocket
Tester is also available as Pink Noise generator (CT‐616)
Specifications:
Connectors: Neutric XLR plug, 3 pin, 1 GND, 2 +, 3 ‐, Output frequency: 100 Hz sinus
wave, Amplitude: about 100 mV peak ‐ peak, Measurements: 74 x 19 mm

CT‐616

XLR Generator 48 V
"Pink Noise"

pcs.

10

€ 68,00 Finding faulty cables made easy

The XLR generator 48 V is a top of the line solution for easy spotting of defective
cables on stage. Simply plug the tester into a cable, switch on phantom power and
test result is easily visible:
‐ LED flashes 2x: XLR Pin 2 is defective
‐ LED flashes 3x: XLR Pin 3 is defective
‐ No LED light: XLR Pin 1 or phantom power is defective
‐ LED is turned on and pink noise is produced: Everything okay
Prior to use phantom power needs to be switched on at mixing desk. Tester checks
phantom power at pins 2 and 3 before turning on the noise generator. You will not
spot all problems on stage with this tool, but more than 90% of errors can be found
easily.
Output of generator is balanced. It does not need any batteries and fits into any
pocket
Tester is also available as Sinewave generator (CT‐615)
Specifications:
Connectors: Neutric XLR plug, 3 pin, 1 GND, 2 +, 3 ‐, Output frequency: 100 Hz sinus
wave, Amplitude: about 100 mV peak ‐ peak, Measurements: 74 x 19 mm

CT‐617

XLR Multitester 48 V

pcs.

5

€ 200,00 The world's smallest cabletester with built‐in
microprocessor

Do not forget to bring the most versatile XLR Multitester to your next show.
It shows broken wires, short circuits and wrong polarity of XLR cables on its 3 LED
display. Additionally it is checkd if phantom power is available on pin 2 and 3. Tester
is producing a balanced 100 Hz sine wave tone if lines are okay.
The tester is started by pressing the reset switch. Check of phantom power and
starting of sine wave generator is performed automatically as long as phantom
power is switched on. If there is no phantom power available tester is automatically
switched into cable testing mode. To save battery power tester is shut down after
10 seconds. If accu‐type batteries are used they can easily be charged using
phantom power. Max. charging current is limited to 4 mA.
Packing: Colour box

Specifications:
Power supply: 3V, 12mm cell BR1225 or CR1220
Power consumption sleep mode: < 8 uA
Power consumption active mode: ca. 5 mA
Connectors: Switchcraft XLR male, XLR female
Measeurements: 70 x 38 x 21 mm
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CT‐618

Harting 6‐bar tester

pcs.

5

€ 310,00 The world's smallest 6‐bar tester with built‐in
microprocessor

Inclusief BTW / TVA

Harting 6‐bar tester allows testing of 6 bars, 4 bars and single lamps. A check of
functions and correct ground is performed. In contradiction to other testers
containg only a few LED with resistors this device performs additional ground
checks by the integrated microcontroller.
Tester is connected to 6 bar via Harting connector and is simply started by pressing
start button. Tester will perfomr 24 different test procedures in 0.3 seconds only
and LEDs indicate the test result.
LED on: Lamp okay
LED off: Lamp defect
LED blinks: Ground connection
Two additional contact surface on front of tester allow to check the status of single
lamps like floor spots
Tester will fall into sleep mode after 6 seconds in order to save battery power
Packing: Colour box
Specifications:
Power supply: 3V, 20mm cell BR2025
Power consumption sleep mode: 8 uA
Power consumption active mode: ca. 15 mA
Measeurements: 14 x 58 x 47 mm

CT‐620

Mini Audio Lab
Multitester for live applications

pcs.

4

€ 635,00 Mini Audio Lab ‐ to be used as a DI‐Box aditionally!

The new mini audio lab is a useful helper for many situations in live applications and
for speaker tests after your event.
Different test signals and an external phone jack connector are available.
Functions:
‐ Feedback frequency identification
‐ Sine wave generator with 30 switchable ISO frequencies
‐ Electred microphone with bargraph response on the display
‐ Phone jack connector for music transmission from CD, MP3 or an instrument
‐ XLR connector with switchable ground lift
‐ 1W amplifier with NL4 connector for an easy speaker check
‐ Pink noise and burst generator
Packing: colour box
Specifications:
Power supply: 9V battery or mains adaptor
Tolerance amplitude measuring: +/‐ 1.5 dB, +/‐ 1 Digit (50Hz ‐ 12,5 kHz)
Tolerance impedance measuring: +/‐ 0.5 Ohm, +/‐ 1 Digit
Connectors: 1x 3 pin XLR, 1x NL4, 1x 9V mains daptor, 1x 6.3mm phone jack
Measurements: 162mm x 88mm x 45mm

CT‐651

Stereo Drummer headphone DHC200

pcs.

12

€ 78,00 Bass & Snare forever…!

Drummer stereo headphone DHC200 with 3m Cable and jack plug adaptor 3.5 to
6.3mm
Perfectly suitable for use with V‐ and D‐Drums
Enhances the bassdrum and snare signal
Technical specifications:
‐ Driver: 40mm
‐ Impedance: 32 Ohm +/‐15 %
‐ Sensitivity: 105 dB +/‐ 3dB at 1 kHz
‐ Frequency response: 20 Hz ‐ 20 kHz
‐ Maximum power input: 500 mW
Packing: Chess‐Tools colour box with Euroslot
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CT‐654

Stereo musician's headphone MHC200

pcs.

6

€ 135,00 Listen to the Music!

Inclusief BTW / TVA

Musician's stereo headphone MHC200, closed type
incl. 2.5m spiral cable and 3.0m straight cable (exchangeable), jack plug adaptor 3.5
to 6.3mm
Perfectly suitable for DJ's on stage and as a universal headphone for musicians and
music‐lovers
Retractable ear cups, Collapsible design for easy transport
Comes with a handy carrying and storage bag
Technical specifications:
‐ Driver: 50mm
‐ Impedance: 24 Ohm +/‐15 %
‐ Sensitivity: 98 dB +/‐ 3dB at 1 kHz
‐ Frequency response: 20 Hz ‐ 22 kHz
‐ Maximum power input: 1000 mW

CT‐657

Studio headphone SHC 200, closed type

pcs.

5

€ 194,00 Excellent soundmaster!

Packing: Chess‐Tools Colour box
Studio stereo headphone SHC 200, closed type
incl. 3.0m straight cable and jack plug adaptor 3.5 to 6.3mm
Perfectly suitable for recording area in studios, circumaural design closes very well,
even high frequencys are played back cleanly
Comes with a nylon carry and storage case and replaceable ear pads
Technical specifications:
‐ Driver: 42mm
‐ Impedance: 64 Ohm +/‐15 %
‐ Sensitivity: 100 dB +/‐ 3dB at 1 kHz
‐ Frequency response: 10 Hz ‐ 26 kHz
‐ Maximum power input: 100 mW

CT‐660

Studio headphone SHO 200, open type

pcs.

5

€ 194,00 Excellent soundmaster!

Packing: Chess‐Tools Colour box with carry handle
Studio stereo headphone SHO 200, open type
incl. 3.0m straight cable and jack plug adaptor 3.5 to 6.3mm
Perfectly suitable for control rooms in studios
headphones assure neutral and clean signals at full frequency range
Comes with a nylon carry and storage case and replaceable ear pads
Technical specifications:
‐ Driver: 42mm
‐ Impedance: 64 Ohm +/‐15 %
‐ Sensitivity: 98 dB +/‐ 3dB at 1 kHz
‐ Frequency response: 10 Hz ‐ 26 kHz
‐ Maximum power input: 100 mW
Packing: Chess‐Tools Colour box with carry handle
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CT‐670

Portable stereo headphone
KOSS "Porta Pro"

pcs.

24

€ 99,00 Hearing is believing!

Inclusief BTW / TVA

KOSS Stereo headphone "Porta Pro", open type
incl. 1.2m straight cable and jack plug adaptor 3.5 to 6.3mm
‐ Universal headphone for musicians and music‐lovers
‐ Perfectly suitable for use on stage
‐ Collapsible design for easy transport
‐ Adjustable head band
‐ Headphones assure neutral and clean signals even in bass frequency range
Comes with a handy carrying and storage bag
Technical specifications:
‐ Impedance: 60 Ohm
‐ Sensitivity: 101 dB SPL/1mW
‐ Frequency response: 15 Hz ‐ 25 kHz
Packing: KOSS blister card with euroslot

CT‐671

In Ear phone
KOSS "The Plug"

pcs.

24

KOSS Stereo in ear phones "The Plug"
incl. 1.2m straight cable with jack plug 3.5mm

€ 40,00 Hearing is believing!

‐ Perfectly suitable for use on stage
‐ Large frequency range (10Hz ‐ 20kHz)
‐ best value for money
‐ Incl. replacable earplugs (different sizes)
Technical specifications:
‐ Impedance: 16 Ohm
‐ Sensitivity: 112 dB SPL/1mW
‐ Frequency response: 10 Hz ‐ 20 kHz
Packing: KOSS blister card with euroslot
CT‐673

In Ear phone
KOSS "KDX 100‐Chrome"

pcs.

24

€ 197,00 Hearing is believing!

KOSS Stereo in ear phones "KDX 100‐Chrome"
incl. 1.2m straight cable with jack plug 3.5mm
‐ Perfectly suitable for use on stage by instrument players
‐ Large frequency range (10Hz ‐ 20kHz)
‐ Headphones assure neutral and clean signals even in bass frequency range
‐ Fits tightly to ears ‐ no falling off
‐ Incl. replacable earplugs (different sizes)
Comes with a handy carrying and storage bag
Technical specifications:
‐ Impedance: 16 Ohm
‐ Sensitivity: 112 dB SPL/1mW
‐ Frequency response: 10 Hz ‐ 20 kHz
Packing: KOSS premium colour box with euroslot
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